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Update: America’s Cup

Emirates Team New Zealand sailors win Gold in Tokyo.
America’s Cup sailors have proved once again to be at the top level of the sport of sailing, winning
two golds and one bronze at the Tokyo Olympic Test Event in Japan. If history can be trusted the
outcome of competition at Enoshima is a good indicator of how the medal challengers will fare at
next year’s Olympic Games.

Emirates Team New Zealand’s sailors and 2016 Rio Gold medallists Peter Burling and Blair Tuke won the
gold medal in the 49ers with an 11-point advantage. Ruggero Tita of Luna Rossa Prada Pirelli Team and
his bow, who had topped the Nacra fleet all week long, finished fourth in the Medal Race to get gold by 12
points.

The medal race of the Finn Class was abandoned because of insufficient wind and INEOS TEAM UK’s
and Olympic Finn Champion Giles Scott had to settle for closing the event with the bronze medal. Andy
Maloney of Emirates Team New Zealand followed in 4th position.

Enoshima, the venue for the 2020 Olympic Sailing Regatta - which was also the venue for the 1964 Olym-
pics - displayed a variety of conditions throughout the week of racing providing the sailors with plenty of
experience for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games in one year's time. From the strong breeze and big waves
of the first day to the light and unstable winds of the second day, requiring the sailors to adapt quickly in
order to maintain consistency.

With a total of 363 sailors from 47 nations - among those 30 individual medallists from Rio 2016, as well as
an additional 11 from London 2012 - an extremely high level of competition was guaranteed and the event
was made even more fierce by the fact that, for many nations and athletes, it meant the qualification for
Tokyo 2020.

With the Test Event now over the focus for the sailors who are squeezing in a Tokyo 2020 Olympic Cam-
paign alongside their America’s Cup commitments will shift again to their America’s Cup teams as the
launch of the first generation of AC75 is just around the corner….

maxon Australia is an Official Supplier to Emirates Team New Zealand. We follow the progress of their
journey as Defenders in the 36th America’s Cup campaign, March 2021.
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The Swiss specialist for quality drives
maxon is a developer and manufacturer of brushed and brushless DC motors. as well as gearheads, encoders, controllers, and entire
mechatronic systems. maxon drives are used wherever the requirements are particularly high: in NASA's Mars rovers, in surgical power
tools, in humanoid robots and in precision industrial applications, for example. To maintain its leadership in this demanding market, the
company invests a considerable share of its annual revenue in research and development. Worldwide, maxon has more than 3000
employees at nine production sites and is represented by sales companies in more than 30 countries.

America’s Cup sailors winning at the Tokyo Olympic Test Event in Japan. © Sailing Energy / World
Sailing


